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Inspire visual creativity with colorful shapes! The R60165 
Constructa Clips™ Light Table Building Kit features simple 
shapes that can be combined to make a variety of interesting 
sculptures. Place your sculptures on a light table to see light 
bounce off the colorful surfaces. The pieces can be aligned 
together to make geometric shapes and prisms. Use the 
provided Constructa Clips™ in various angles to make 
sculptures!  

The kit includes an assortment of colorful mylar shapes die-
cut into squares, hexagons, triangles and rectangles. To 
introduce students to geometric shapes, first lay the shapes out 
on a desk and ask students to sort through the piles. Pick out 
similar shapes, or shapes with the same color. Create categories 
based on these sorted piles, such as: red triangles, blue squares 
and yellow rectangles. 

Ask students to identify different properties about each 
shape, such as how many corners each shape has or how many 
sides. Older students can discuss what kinds of angles are 
present within each shape and use a protractor to discover the 
exact angles. 

Students can even align several of the pieces together to 
make larger versions of the same shape. For instance, place two 
squares side by side. Place two more squares, directly below the 
first two. This will make a larger square. Another fun trick is to 
start with a hexagonal shape. Place another hexagon up against 
an edge of the first hexagon. You will need a total of six 
hexagons to match the edges around the middle hexagon. What 
do you get when you completely match the edges? An even 
larger hexagon! This is a great segue into introductory 
proportions. 

Use the special building clips to connect the plastic shape 
pieces together and build eye-catching creations. The clips are 
produced in a variety of angles to encourage inventive 
designing. 

We've simplified the names of the clips to make it easier to 
refer to each one. The straight-line clip is called the One-Way 
Clip. The L-shaped clip is called the Two-Way Clip. The Y-shaped 
clip is called the Three-Way Clip. Finally, the X-shaped clip is 
called the Four-Way Clip. We've provided multiples of each type 
of clip to help you build your projects any way you like! 

The Constructa Clips™ are cleverly designed with a hard 
outer shell, which makes them sturdy enough for years of use! 
The outer shell is dyed with a bright red to ensure that they are 
easy to find. The interior of the Constructa Clips™ features 
plastic bendable “teeth” which grip onto any material that can fit 
through the opening, such as the colorful mylar shapes. The 
plastic teeth ensure that the material won't slip out of the clip. If 
you use an angled clip, for instance, the material won't slide out 
of alignment. Use the clips to place the mylar at various angles 
for every project. 

Form geometric figures with light and color! Combine the 
R60165 Constructa Clips™ Light Table Building Kit with our 
R59601 Educational Light Cube for even more visual appeal 
through color-changing effects! Students will be fascinated with 

mixing colors as they combine the pieces of the Constructa 
Clips™ Light Table Building Kit with the alternating soft light of 
the Educational Light Cube. 

Teach the properties of shapes and develop puzzle-solving 
and fine motor skills while observing color changes over the 
light table!

Curriculum Relevance

• Develop shape recognition

• Encourage visual creativity

• Experiment with shape arrangements 

• Observe properties of color and light

• Build and create with new materials

• Work individually or within groups

• Explore math through shape recognition and counting

• Learn new vocabulary words 

• Use multiple materials for Light Table play

• Develop fine motor skills

The Constructa Clips™ Light Table Building Kit is intended 
to provide your students with a means of enhancing their light 
table experience. The various shapes can be combined 
together to make 
three-dimensional 
versions. There are 5 
types of shapes 
included in the kit: 
squares, rectangles, 
hexagons, triangles 
and cones. 

Ask students to 
spread out all the 
shapes onto the 
classroom light table. 
Outline each of the 
shapes onto a sheet of 
paper and describe 
their features. 
Students can count 
how many points and 
sides are on each 
shape. The points on a 
shape are normally 
referred to as vertices 
(to indicate more than 
one point) or a vertex 
(to indicate only one 
point). 

The number of 
sides usually 
determines the name 
of a shape. For 
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example, it's easy to guess that if there are three sides in a 
shape, that shape is most likely a triangle. This is because most 
shape names come from Greek words that incorporate the 
names of numbers into them. The “tri” in triangle indicates the 
number of sides the shape has, which are three sides. 

You can test your students' knowledge of shape names and 
the number of sides that correspond to each shape. First, review 
the various characteristics and the names that match:

Tri = Three = Triangle (Three-sided shape)

Qua = Four = Square (Four-sided shape)

Hex = Six = Hexagon (Six-sided shape)

You can write the prefixes of each shape onto a flash card. 
On the opposite side, write the number that each prefix 
corresponds to. When students have guessed the correct 
number, ask them to elaborate on which type of shape has both 
the prefix and the matching number of sides. 

Two shapes featured in kit are slightly different than the rest. 
The first shape is the rectangle, which has four sides just like a 
square, but looks like a flattened square. There are usually two 
short sides and two long sides. The long sides are directly 
opposite from each other, just as the short sides are directly 
opposite from each other. 

The second shape is the cone shape. The cone features a 
circle base and a single vertex at the top. The vertex is made by 
the two angled sides that extend out from the circle base and 
meet together. The cone is different from the rest of the shapes, 
because in reality, it is a three-dimensional shape. This means 
that the shape has length, width and depth, or is a solid shape 
with thickness to it. All of the shapes in the kit, including the 
cone, are two-dimensional because they are paper thin. To make 
a geometric shape three-dimensional, you must be able to see 
how thick the shape is. In other words, the geometric shapes' 
surfaces or faces must repeat no matter which way the shape is 
turned. 

What are the three-dimensional equivalents of each shape 
featured in the kit? Talk to your students about how two-
dimensional shapes become three-dimensional by adding depth 
or thickness to the shape. To illustrate this, hold up one of the 
shapes, such as the rectangle. Explain that the shape is two-
dimensional because it is flat. Next, take three more rectangle 
pieces and 4 Two-Way Clips. Attach the sides of the rectangles 
together. The rectangle should now have a rectangle face on all 
sides and must have four corners. You've just made a rectangular 
prism, which has three-dimensional depth or thickness to it!  

A square's three-dimensional shape is called a cube. A cube 
has 6 faces or sides that are squares when you look at them 
straight on. As soon as you turn it, you can see that the squares 
are attached together on all sides to make a cube. 

All other shapes that are made three-dimensional are usually 
referred to as prisms. If the shape is repeated on all faces, it is 
usually named after the shape as well. For example, a triangle 
that has three dimensions of length, width and depth is called a 
triangular prism. 

Attach the Constructa Clips™ onto the sides of each shape to 
build sculptures! The Constructa Clips™ can change the direction 
the shapes are facing. For example, a One-Way Clip puts two 
shapes right beside each other, as if they are located along a 
straight line. The Three-Way and Four-Way Clips are designed to 
put shapes perpendicular to each other, which is a fancy word 
that means the shapes' sides meet to make a right angle. Use 
these concepts to shape sculptures in different ways. 

Think about how shapes contribute to the overall structure. 
If you use a lot of rectangles in your sculpture and stand them 
up on their short sides, this makes your structure taller and 
thinner as opposed to turning them onto their long sides. This 
might make the sculpture wider and shorter. Doing this helps 
to engage students' understanding of how various parts can 
make up a whole thing. Challenge students to use only certain 
types of shapes in making their sculptures to demonstrate 
some of these concepts. 

Another technique is to draw what the sculpture will look 
like, then experiment with different clips and shapes to create 
a similar end result. Students can work individually or 
cooperatively in groups. This kind of project engages students 
to think how the various parts work together to make a whole 
thing. 

Play a fun game that helps encourage this process-based 
thinking! First, divide your students into groups of 3-4. 
Distribute a random amount of clips and shapes to each group. 
Next, find various reference images of simple buildings, robots 
or vehicles that the students can make from their Light Table 
shapes. Place the photo at the front of the class and ask the 
students to work together to build a sculpture that looks similar 
to the object in the image. 

Since you issued random shapes and clips to the students, 
each sculpture will look different from the others. It helps to 
deconstruct the various parts of the object the students are 
referencing. For instance, does the object have a square 
bottom? Is it rounded at the top or does it have separate parts 
that come out from the sides? These questions help to narrow 
down how the sculpture should generally look. 

Once the students have finished constructing their 
sculptures, place each one onto a light table. The colors of the 
sculpture will become more vibrant when placed over a light 
source. If students are willing to work individually at the light 
table or can take turns in groups, let them construct their 
sculptures at the light table. This is a great way to enhance 
students' learning and processing by giving them a different 
environment to work in. The appeal of the light table will 
encourage students to overlap the shapes and produce new 
colors, or revise certain aspects of their sculpture to make its 
colors more brilliant or its parts more cohesive.  

USE CONSTRUCTA CLIPS™ LIGHT TABLE BUILDING KIT 
WITH THESE PRODUCTS:

The R59601 Educational Light Cube is perfect to use with 
the Light Table Building Kit. The cube-like shape of this 
particular light table reinforces some of the ideas about 
geometry that we've mentioned in this guide. Turn on the 
Educational Light Cube to reveal its color changing light! The 
Educational Light Cube can switch between colors or remain on 
one color. Place the finished Constructa Clips™ Light Table 
Building Kit sculptures onto the Light Cube and cycle through 
the colors! Students will love to watch the light-changing 
effects. You can talk about how colors change when different 
colors overlap or their brightness is altered. 

Visit us at LittleFingersBigArt.com for more crafty ideas! 

Keep up to date on great ideas for classroom art and 
activities. Sign up on our blog to receive new post alerts every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday throughout the school year! 
Visit LittleFingersBigArt.com and enter your email on the right-
hand side of the menu. We will send you an email to confirm 
your subscription and get you started on your crafting journey!


